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Evonetix establishes scientific advisory board 

Prof David Klenerman and Prof Andrew Briggs appointed as scientific advisors 

CAMBRIDGE, UK, 20 December 2018 – EVONETIX LTD (‘Evonetix’), the Cambridge-based 

company pioneering an innovative approach to scalable and high-fidelity gene synthesis, today 

announces the formation of its scientific advisory board (SAB). Evonetix has appointed Prof David 

Klenerman FMedSci FRS and Prof Andrew Briggs to advise the Company on key focus areas in 

synthetic biology and bioethics, to support the development of its novel DNA synthesis platform.  

Prof Klenerman is Professor of Biophysical Chemistry at the University of Cambridge, where he also 

earned his PhD. His research focusses on developing quantitative biophysical methods, applied to 

biology and biomedicine. Prof Klenerman co-developed next-generation DNA sequencing methods 

that were subsequently commercialised by Solexa (now Illumina), which he also co-founded. He is a 

Fellow of the Royal Society and The Academy of Medical Sciences and the Royal Society of 

Chemistry (RSC), and has received numerous awards including a Royal Medal and Interdisciplinary 

Award of the RSC.  

Prof Andrew Briggs is Professor of Nanomaterials at the University of Oxford, where his research 

focusses on materials and techniques for quantum information technologies, and investigating 

vibrational states of nanotubes and charge transport through single molecules in graphene nanogaps. 

In addition to publishing nearly 600 peer-reviewed scientific papers, he is the author of several books 

that address scientific issues in the context of a broader humanist debate. His interests include 

understanding the influence of new technologies, and how society views their potential impact on 

human flourishing. He completed his PhD at the University of Cambridge. 

Dr Tim Brears, Evonetix CEO, said: “Profs Klenerman and Briggs are highly regarded in their 

respective fields. The unique expertise that each of these individuals bring to our SAB will be 

invaluable as we strive to make DNA synthesis accessible to diverse industries from pharmaceuticals, 

to industrial biotech, specialty chemicals, energy agriculture and potentially also digital data storage.  

Evonetix’s technology has the power to enable a shift from chemical to biological processes, which will 

be fundamental in helping us manage the Earth’s resources. With such potential, its vital that we 

ensure our approach meets bioethical guidelines to allow for widespread uptake of DNA synthesis 

across these industries.”  

Prof David Klenerman FMedSci FRS, Professor of Biophysical Chemistry, University of 

Cambridge, said: “Evonetix’s novel silicon array, combined with its synergistic thermal control 

chemistry, enables high-throughput assembly of high-fidelity gene-length DNA at scale. This approach 

has the potential to make a significant impact and I’m delighted to join their SAB at this exciting time.” 

Prof Andrew Briggs, Chair of Nanomaterials, University of Oxford said: “Evonetix’s platform will 

enable DNA synthesis to transition from a service industry to one where scientists can make genes at 

will. I look forward to working with the Company as it considers the potentially very broad applications 

of this technology.”  
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Notes to Editors 

About Evonetix Ltd 

Evonetix is revolutionising gene synthesis with the aim of producing DNA at scale to enable many 
applications in the rapidly growing field of synthetic biology, across a wide range of industries, from 
pharmaceuticals to industrial biotech, specialty chemicals, renewables, bioremediation, agriculture and 
potentially also digital data storage.  

The Company’s platform is based upon a novel silicon array and unique synergistic thermal control 
chemistry, capable of synthesising oligonucleotides in parallel, at each of the 10,000 miniaturised 
reaction sites. The technology is compatible with both chemical and enzymatic gene synthesis and 
allows for exquisite control at each site of synthesis. It uses a process of error detection throughout 
assembly to yield high-fidelity long DNA molecules, including challenging sequences with high-GC 
content or repeats. Thus, Evonetix’s approach permits massive parallelism in de novo DNA synthesis 
and enables high-throughput on-chip assembly of high-fidelity gene-length DNA at scale.  

Evonetix is based in Cambridge, UK and was founded in 2015 by Cambridge Consultants Ltd and 
Providence Investment Company Limited. The Company raised £9 million in a series A financing, co-
led by DCVC and Draper Esprit, and has been awarded Innovate UK co-funding for a £1.3 million 
gene synthesis project. 

For further information see www.evonetix.com  

About synthetic biology 

With the huge increase in DNA sequence information available to mankind over the past ten years, 
there now exists an unprecedented opportunity to, for example, engineer metabolic pathways and 
organisms, improve industrial processes, create new processes and engineer genomes with new or 
improved traits. This opportunity, known as synthetic biology, is estimated to grow rapidly over the 
coming years, reaching $40 billion in value in the mid-2020s. Synthetic biology will have a massive 
impact across many industries and will be fundamental to helping us manage the Earth’s resources. 
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However, only a highly disruptive technology is likely to achieve the significant improvements in DNA 
synthesis required to enable and facilitate these opportunities. Evonetix believes that, by providing 
high-fidelity DNA at scale, without the need for post-synthesis error correction, it will be well placed to 
capture a significant part of the growing multibillion-dollar synthetic biology opportunity. 


